
Slide images from the Walter Munk Papers. SMC 17. Special Collections & 

Archives, UC San Diego. 

 

Slide groupings were determined by the original order of Walter Munk’s slide collection, and a 

corresponding inventory. Titles and descriptions were transcribed from Munk’s labels and the 

inventory, with some editing for consistency and clarity. 

Venice hologram 
 
1. Falling tower 
2. Lowering of horse statue by building 
3. Building 
4. People by building rubble 
5. Sketch of boat construction 
6. Sketch of a ship 
7. Sketch of brick/rock layers 
8. Etching of two men building with wood 
9. Etching of man on boat with floating house 
10. Galleria dell'Accademia - Bellini, processione (parade) in piazza San Marco, 1969 
11. National Gallery of Art - The Dogana and Santa Maria della Salute 
12. Donatello - St. John the Baptist 
13. Carpaccio - Madonna and Child 
14. Canaletto - View in Venice 
15. Titian - Doge Andrea Gritti 
16. Canaletto - The Portello and the Brenta Canal at Padua 
17. Canaletto - The Square of Saint Mark's 
18. Monet - Palazzo da Mula, Venice 
19. Painting - building by water with boats 
20. Gallerie dell'Accademia - Carpaccio, Miracolo della S. Croce 
21. Etching of a woman sitting with objects 
22. Etching of two men 
23. Print of a festival by water 
24. Print of a building 
25. Print of a building with people 
26. Print of people working at a press 
27. Renaissance period map of Venice 
28. Print of two men fighting with words “oppone si element ad element” 

29. Etching of a boat crossing a dam 
30. Die Murazzu painting - Coastline with buildings 
31. Print of a train crossing a bridge over water 
32. Plan for a tower 
33. Contemporary map of Venice 



34. Contemporary and historic Venice, bridges and gates of canal - Diagram 
35. Contemporary and historic Venice - Diagram 
36. Local governmental echelons, “Great Council” - Chart 
37. Print of a boat launching from a floating building 
38. Print of the construction of a ship hull 
39. Print of two men working with wood 
40. Print of buildings 
41. Print of ships on water 
42. Sketch of brick/rock layers 
43. Venice population vs. water level - Graph 
44. Print of highway with cars by buildings 
45. Print of building by river 
46. Print of huts with tools 
47. Print of a ship 

 

 

 

 

 

Copyright: Dr. Munk transferred rights to his works represented in his collection to the UC 

Regents. Slides documenting work by others may have an unknown copyright status. 

Use: This work is available from the UC San Diego Library. This digital copy of the work is 

intended to support research, teaching, and private study. Constraints: This work is protected 

by the U.S. Copyright Law (Title 17, U.S.C.). Use of this work beyond that allowed by "fair use" 

requires written permission of the UC Regents. Permission may be obtained from the UC San 

Diego Library program having custody of the work (https://library.ucsd.edu/research-and-

collections/collections/special-collections-and-archives/index.html). Responsibility for obtaining 

permissions and any use and distribution of this work rests exclusively with the user and not 

the UC San Diego Library. 
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